Web brews up a 'war' on Christmas

Talking points
1. How do these cartoons portray people on the Web who are urging a boycott of Starbucks over holiday coffee cups?
2. Do you think Starbucks really 'hates Jesus' as a Facebook poster said?
3. A large majority of Americans, 70.6% in 2014, identify themselves as Christians. Why do some see themselves as victims of religious persecution?
4. Is the percentage of Christians in the U.S. population growing or shrinking? Why? How does it compare with other nations?

Between the lines
"Starbucks REMOVED CHRISTMAS from their cups because they hate Jesus," - Joshua Feuerstein on Facebook.

Additional resources
More by Tim Campbell
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/CampbT
More by Nick Anderson
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/AnderN
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